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Introduction  

On Monday morning the 30
th
 of March, 2015 The Saudi Kingdom targeted Displaced People 

Camp which is located in (Al-Mazraq) area-Harad District- in Hajah province. The Camp was 

created in 2009  by the United nations and some Gulf countries contributed in the cost of the 

Construction. 

This camp includes (12,500) IDPs from Yemeni Citizens who were displaced from the sixth 

war which were waged by the Yemeni government against the civilians in Saada province, where the 

Saudi airstrikes bombed this camp which caused  the death of 22 displaced among them six children 

and three women. In addition, more than 45 displaced are seriously injured including children and 

women. In addition, The medical unit, some accessories and things belong to the displaced were 

completely damaged. 

The Legal Center for Rights and Development  
Soon as we discovered that the camp was targeted, six lawyers from the monitoring and 

documentation unit went to the camp headquarters in Hajah province, as well as, they visited several 

hospitals that received victims. 

Legal Center  Has documented all the death cases that took place in this camp and documented all 

injury cases. Also, they documented injuries' witnesses , victims' families, and some eyewitnesses' 

statements. In addition, they took pictures of some injuries and dead bodies, as well as, notes of some 

doctors at the medical unit and several medical reports from the hospital. 

Legal Center also documented all damage that occurred to the medical unit, camp accessories, tents, 

cars, and motorcycles.  

Legal Center documented killing cases, injuries and destructions by talking  witnesses, testimonies, 

videos, pictures, medical reports, and official documents.  

Camp description: 

In 2009, the United Nations in association with Gulf states established a camp for displaced people 

Sheltering IDPs of the sixth war that was waged by Yemeni government between 2004 to 2010  in 

Saada province. This camp is (30kms) away from Hrad district. No any military facilities near by the 

camp location and this camp is divided into three camps. It contains (12,200) twelve thousand and 
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five hundred Yemeni IDPs most of them are children and women. The camp No. (1) was bombed in 

the north side in which the only medical unit placed in UN camp, IDP registration office and the 

camp administration office was also damaged. 

Violation type: 

Military airstrikes bombed the camp for displaced people 

The Violators: 
The Saudi Kingdome and some countries joined the coalition: (United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, 

Bahrain, Egypt, Sudan, Turkey, Jordan, and America) 

Results of the violation 

1. 25 displaced people were killed, among them 16 children, and (f) women. We have seen some 

dead bodies especially bodies for children contain burned parts, also we found eight dead bodies for 

displaced people still unidentified till the moment of writing this report. 

2- 45 displaced were seriously injured some of them lost parts of their bodies and among injuries 

children, and women. 

3. The medical unit, which belongs to the United Nations was mostly damaged. Drugs, medical 

supplies, and medication requirements were burned and destroyed. 

4- Burning some  displaced people tents and destroying Some residential accessories belongs to the 

camp administration. 

5. Destroying some private properties, car and three motorcycles. 

Legal Center documented death cases that were targeted by the Saudi-led Coalition in IDPs camp, the death 

toll has reached 25 among them women and children.                    Names as follows:  

              Victim Name     No. 

Muhammed M. Haider – 

child  

1- 

Adel M. Abdoallah Shdiar  2-  

Ahmad Massad Alzoreiky 3- 

Mukhtar Al Moradi 4- 
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Ahmed M. Abdu Haddadi 5- 

Abdo I. Muhammed Haddadi 6- 

Nasser Muhammed Haddadi 7- 

Wadiah Masoud Ali Nuri 8- 

Abdullah Y. Radman Massoud 9- 

Yahya Ali Mohammed Al 

Neshri 

10- 

Ali M. Zemam Al Bakeli  11- 

Muhammed A. Ali Al Jadabi  12- 

Ahmed Saed Hasser 13- 

Hussien A. Jaber Abo Zaid  14- 

Ahmed M. Saed Al Akwa 15- 

Safeer J. Ali Al Saade  16- 

Ali M. Abduallah Gharasi  17- 

Unknown child "burned body" 18- 

Unknown child "burned body" 19- 

Anonymous "burned body" 20- 

Anonymous "burned body" 21- 

Anonymous "burned body" 22- 

Anonymous "burned body" 23- 

Anonymous "burned body" 24- 

Anonymous "burned body" 25- 

 

Legal Center Saw eight burned dead bodies at Harad hospital Unknown Identities among them two 

bodies belong to children we documented them by talking some pictures, also, we found some burned 

human organs  next to them (pic No. 1), (pic No.2)     
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These images also describe the awfulness of the transgression by the Saudi-led Coalition 
against the IDPs.  
Legal Center documented cases of  injury  who were attacked by the airstrikes, the number reached 

45 injuries according to the head director of Harad hospital among them (7) children, and (14) 

women some of them are badly injured, one of them lost his legs and some of them lost some parts of 

their bodies  as a preliminary statistic.  

Their names as follows: 
Salah Nasair Al Hibsh  2- Hamzah Hmied Al Amad  1- 

Anonymous lost his hands  4- Allan Hassan Mohamed Nshri 3- 
Aisha Muhammed A. Nassier  6- Yousif A. Qssim Al Ahwass  5- 

Muhammed Shaeea Z. Al Nesheri 8- Entsar Kh. Muhammed- chaild  7- 

Muhammed Shoae Taib Heabah  10- Muhammed Ali Mattar 9- 

Sari Muhammed Sager Khafshan 12- Yzees S. Saleem Al Adni- Child  11- 

Jumah Ali Abdullah  14- Daef Allah – M Muhammed Khalof 13- 

Aiesh Ali Mahdi 16- Ahmed A. Ghalib Salim Al Raghe 15-  

Muhmeed Hezam  Ali 18- Ali Ahmed Saeed Al Hoti 17- 

Ali Muhammed Mansoor 20- Muhammed Shoee Jamel 19- 

Salwa Ali Muhammed  22- Ali A. Esmaeel Tami – child  21- 

Yasser Ahmed Saeed 24- Moussa Ahmed Saeed Hacr- child  23- 

Mohsanah Ali Atan Nashri  26- Esmaeel Abullah Darwesh Al Talkhi 25- 

Amen Muhammed Hussien Rajeh 28- Mariam H. Yahia Kharban 27-  

Zahraa Esmail Hebah 30- Abass Kara Ali Homadi  29- 

Anesah Shoee Makhthali 32- Ahmed Mahdi Fageh  31- 

Naseem Sameer Gabag 34- Adel Ali Muhammed 33- 

Abdulkhaleg Fras Al Htami 36- Katibah Shaya Attan 35- 

Hani Haider Muhammed Abdo 38- Ahmed Rabwi – child  37- 

Thabet Saleem Hassan Al Abi 40- Sadam Shaya Attan  39- 

 Unidentified Body 42- Jabeer A. Saleh Al Amari-child  41- 

Naseem Muhammed Ali 44- Njeebah A. Muhammed Ali-child  43- 

  Fatimah Hjaj Kaseem Msawa  45- 

Pic No. 1 
Pic No. 2 
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Legal Center has seen IDPs camp and 

bombing locations. They have found traces of 

violence in the northern gate of the IDPs camp 

overseeing the main road which links between 

Harad and Malahed districts (Picture 3). 

 

They documented also, a huge destruction in the 

camp and in the medical unit, which is attached 

to the camp building. The destruction expanded 

for almost 1 Km Around the area. (Pic 4, Pic 5)  

   

As well, they have found a ruined car 

belongs to one of the civilians, and (3) 

motorbikes., also, damage has reached a 

bridges spanning to the general road, and in 

another bridge links between Harad district and 

the camp (pic No. 6) 

  

The Legal Center for Development and 
Rights 

 

 Listened to the eyewitnesses from the displaced 

people in the camp and witnesses  for people 

from  outside the camp and witnesses for doctors. We have documented also victims' statements and 

testimonies, as well, we got medical reports related to the victims and their injuries. In addition, we 
documented the damage in the the camp, medical unit, cars, and roads. Moreover, We have documented and 

photograph the bodies of the victims, as well as, we took The testimonies of their families and their parents. 

(Legal Center) Moved to Harad  General hospital to document victims' statement who were attacked by the 

transgression here we will mention two of them. 

 

Pic No. 5 

Pic No. 6 

 

Pic No. 3 

Pic No. 4 
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1- The first victim: Muhameed S. Jameel Omainah 

According to what he said that around eleven o'clock 

on Monday morning March 30, 2015  the airstrikes of 

the coalition led by Saudi Arabia  bombed the camp 

of the displaced people which is located in Al 

Mazraq. The first explosion was at the camp gate then 

he ran away with  IDPs to the bridge near by the 

general road, the Saudi coalition bombed again 

Muhammed with the IDPs ran all over again until 

they reach an area next to the hotel then he got injured 

then, they cut his legs off all over until above his knees  and some injures all over his body.   (pic 7) 

The second victim: 

Name : Daef Allah – M Muhammed Khalofa 

Age: 16 years old (child ) 

Occupation: Student  

Kind of injury: He was hit by shrapnel entered into the intestines and bladder the they took him to Harad 

Hospital, his injury was serious and he already did three operations. 

The content of the medical report: incised wound bloody diameter (5 cm) and bleeding out with internal 

organs under the belly of both sides 

Place of injury: According to the victim parent that his son got the injury due to the Saudi coalition 

airstrikes bombing while he was coming back from school to the camp. He injured the people took him to 

Harad hospital.  

The Coalition (Legal Center)  received and documented some Eyewitnesses' certificates, including those 

witnesses who reported the following. 

The IDP: (M.A.M.G) (27 years old) reported that it was eleven o'clock Thursday March 30, 2015, while he 

was sitting in the right side of the Mazraq camp and suddenly he saw a huge explosion caused by the bombing 

of the Saudi Coalition airstrikes directly to the gate of the  camp, during the presence of many IDPs. Many 

people were killed,  many got injuries, and bodies torn to pieces, in addition, the complete destruction of many 

cars, motorcycles, and the building of the United Nation as well in an awful crime without any reasons, Gulf 

States and international organizations know that it is a camp for the IDPs. After the bombing immediately I 

moved to the scene, trying to save my family, we tried as much as possible to save and rescue the injured 

people and I saw a very hideous massacre claimed the life of many IDPs, unable to identify many of them due 

to the torn bodies. 

Pic 7  
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The IDP: (M.A.N.G) (50 years old) reported that while he was at his tent with his family suddenly he heard 

the first bombing  near by the gate then he heard an great explosion targeted the gate of the camp which 

shocked and irritated him and his family. He saw many dead bodies, injuries, and organs of many dead bodies, 

as well, the complete destruction of the Medical unit of the United Nations.  

The IDP: (H.G.G) (35 years old) reported the Saudi Coalition airstrikes targeted directly the camp by 

rockets. He has seen after the bombing screaming of children and women after they ran away from the scene, 

as well as, he has seen many dead bodies, burned bodies, and some organs of dead bodies all over the place, in 

addition, he has seen the huge destruction of the camp and the medical unit of the United Nations. 

The IDP: (A.A) reported that It is strange to the Gulf states, particularly the UAE, which has built this camp, 

how can they bombe this camp and they already saw the red crescent ambulances providing the aid to the IDPs  

and talking the burned bodies from the ground.  

(Legal Center)  

Through documenting victims testimonies, dead people witnesses, doctors statements, and some official 

offices in Harad district besides (Legal Center) documents (pictures, videos, Medical reports, official 

documents) and from the location of the camp there is no any military camp near by. We have found that The 

Saudi Coalition targeted civilians, which measured as a violation against the rights of civilians and refugees, 

and breach of the international rules, conventions, and principles on the protection of civilians and refugees. 

The crime has been convicted by many humanitarian agencies including UNICEF and MSF. 

  The Legal Center for Rights and Development  

 (Legal Center) calls on the international organizations and agencies to open an investigation file and to 

send Committees of inquiry to investigate on these violations. They also call the Criminal Court to Quickly 

investigate these abuses and bring the perpetrators to justice and trial and providing the extreme production to 

the civilians, IDPs, children, women, and the Civilian localities. 

And we call on Sudia Arabia and the coalition to immediately investigate on these crimes  and to bring the 

perpetrators to eliminate and punish them so as not to contribute to the impunity with victims' right to resort to 

the national judiciary. 

Done by 
The Legal Center for Rights and Development 


